The Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML) is an ISO standard that provides a syntactic meta-language for the de nition of textual markup systems, which are used to indicate the structure of documents so that they can be electronically typeset, searched, and communicated. We address only one problem raised by the standard, namely: In SGML, the right-hand sides of context-free productions are regular expressions, called content models, that are restricted to be what the standard calls \unam-biguous," but what is more appropriately called deterministic. We solve the problem of how to de ne determinism precisely, how to recognize deterministic regular expressions e ciently, and how to recognize deterministic regular languages. Any SGML parser must check that a given document grammar conforms to the standard; that is, it must validate it. Hence, our results are an important step in the clari cation of the standard and in the e cient implementation of an SGML parser for SGML document grammars.
Introduction
Most typesetting systems such as GML, Scribe, L a T E X, troff, and T E X NCNS82] share one common element: The source text is interleaved with typesetting commands speci c to the typesetting system; it is called procedural markup. Procedural markup is powerful yet restrictive. It is now axiomatic that markup should identify the component elements of text; that is, it should be logical, rather than procedural. Such marked-up documents are more useful, because not only can they be typeset by compiling them into, for example, troff marked-up documents, but also they can be used directly in textual databases and, hence, searched. In addition, if the legal markup is de ned by some document grammar, then we can communicate a document that is marked up according to a grammar by sending both the grammar and the marked-up document. The ISO standard for SGML (Standard Generalized Markup Language) ISO86] provides a syntactic metalanguage for the de nition of textual markup systems. Each markup system is speci ed, essentially, by a context-free grammar. In Figure 1 we give a partial listing of an example SGML document grammar. Observe that the right-hand sides of productions look like regular expressions; they are called content models. 1 Because SGML is a syntactic meta-language for document grammars just as BNF, BNF's various extensions, and syntax diagrams are for programming-language grammars, we need yacc-like tools that will enable us to generate document parsers from speci c document grammars. Such tools need to check that a given document grammar is valid according to the SGML standard. Although SGML validating parsers are available WT89, WvV91], the validation of content models has been implemented in an ad hoc manner. Of course, a natural question is? \Why not use yacc or some other compiler-compiler system?" There are at least three reasons. First and foremost, we expect there to be more document grammars than programming-language grammars; thus, we need a parser generator that is tailored to the special needs of document grammars. Second, individuals using and developing document grammars will not have the same level of expertise as those using and developing programming-language grammars. Third, a parser generator for SGML document grammars is more specialized, since all SGML document grammars are LL(1), and more general, since it must handle elements that do not occur in programming-language grammars, such as SGML attributes, which we ignore in this paper.
Without going into the details of SGML, the essentials are easy to grasp. An SGML document grammar can be considered to be an extended context-free grammar that has exactly one production for each nonterminal, where the right-hand side of a production is a bracketed regular expression and the regular expression is called a content model. A production has the form
where the brackets associated with each nonterminal are unique. The grammars are both a restriction and generalization of the bracketed grammars of Ginsburg and Harrison GH67]: a restriction since each nonterminal has only one production; a generalization since the righthand side of a production is a regular expression as opposed to a simple string. The study of these grammars is not, however, our aim here; rather we wish to consider the kinds of regular expressions allowed by the SGML standard. The SGML standard does not allow arbitrary regular expressions as content models, it says that they should be \unambiguous" in the sense that, using formal language terminology, \a symbol that occurs in a word accepted by the regular expression E must be able to satisfy only one occurrence of this symbol in E without looking ahead in the word." This condition is illustrated by the expression E = a(b + )b and the words ab and abb. After the rst symbol a has been matched with the a in the expression E, the second symbol b of the word can either be satis ed by the rst or the second b in E, depending on the continuation of the word. So, if the lookahead in the word is con ned to the current symbol b, we cannot decide which of the b's in E it should match. Thus, E is \ambiguous" in the sense of the standard. In this case, there is an equivalent expression E 0 = ab(b + ) that is \unambiguous." The intent of the authors of the standard is twofold. They wish to make it easier for humans to write and understand expressions that can be interpreted unambiguously and, at the same time, to provide a means of generating parsers that do not have exponential blow up in size.
(Such restrictions are familiar in other settings; for example, with vi and grep.) We call these expressions deterministic, since it is deterministic parsing with one-symbol lookahead that is implied by the standard, rather than unambiguity per se. Indeed, this view is re ected in Annex H of the standard, where the notion is explained, informally, in terms of the nondeterministic nite automaton with -transitions obtained from a regular expression. A regular expression is deterministic if its words can be recognized deterministically, with one-symbol lookahead, by the corresponding nondeterministic nite automaton. For example, the NFA shown in Figure 2 (a) is deterministic in this sense, whereas the one in Figure 2 (b) is not. The paper continues as follows. In Section 2, we provide a construction of a Glushkov automaton from a regular expression and prove that the standard Thompson construction provides, after canonical -transition removal, the same automaton. We also de ne deterministic regular expressions based on Glushkov automata and discuss the determinism of content models. In Section 3, we introduce an e cient technique to test whether a regular expression is deterministic and, in Section 4, we show how to construct an expression in star normal form from a given expression and do so e ciently. Finally, in Section 5, we sketch the main idea of the proof that determinism is decidable for regular languages. 
Expressions into automata
The notion of a symbol in a word being satis ed or matched by a symbol in a regular expression has been explained by a number of authors Hen68, BEGO71, ASU86, BS86, SS88]. We paraphrase here the description of Hennie Hen68] . If a word is \accepted" by an expression, it must be possible to spell out that word by tracing an appropriate \path" through the expression. If we indicate positions in expressions by subscripts, then the word abba is accepted by the expression a(a + b) a = a 1 (a 2 + b 3 ) a 4 , because it corresponds to the path that starts at a 1 , visits b 3 twice, and nally arrives at a 4 . Of course, the structure of the expression restricts the positions that adjacent symbols of a word can be matched with. For instance, if the i th symbol in a word is matched by a 2 in a 1 (a 2 + b 3 ) a 4 , then the (i + 1) th symbol cannot be matched with a 1 . These restrictions were rst formalized by Glushkov Glu61], but have been considered, independently, by others MY60]. This description suggests that we view a regular expression E as an automaton M E whose states correspond to the positions or occurrences of symbols in E and whose transitions connect positions that can be consecutive on a path through E. We call M E the Glushkov automaton of E. Figure 3 shows the two Glushkov automata that correspond to the two expressions a(a + b) a = a 1 (a 2 + b 3 ) a 4 and a(b a) = a 1 (b 2 a 3 ) . In addition to the states of M E that correspond to positions in E, there is an initial state. In general, the Glushkov automaton of a regular expression is nondeterministic, as the example of a(a+b) a = a 1 (a 2 +b 3 ) a 4 illustrates. After matching an input symbol a with a 1 , a further a can be matched with either a 2 or a 4 . Thus, there is a transition on a from a 1 to a 2 and from a 1 to a 4 in the Glushkov automaton. This example leads naturally to a precise de nition of what the standard means by a deterministic expression. De nition 2.1 A regular expression E is deterministic if M E is deterministic; that is, if M E is a DFA. A regular language is deterministic if there is some deterministic expression that denotes it. Figure 3 (a) demonstrates that a(a + b) a is not a deterministic expression. Nevertheless, the language denoted by a(a + b) a is a deterministic regular language, since it is also denoted by the deterministic expression a(b a) ; see Figure 3 (b). Let pos(E) denote the set of symbol positions in E and let (x) denote the symbol that underlies the position x. The following two de nitions are due to Glushkov Glu61], who used them to de ne a DFA that recognizes the language of E. Three functions capture the notion of a position in a regular expression that matches a symbol in a word. These functions are: rst(E), the set of positions that match the rst symbol of some word in the language of E; last(E), the dual set for last positions and symbols; and follow (E; x), the set of positions that can follow position x in a path through E.
De nition 2.2 We can de ne rst(E) and last(E) inductively. E = or ;] rst(E) = last(E) = ;. E = x] rst(E) = last(E) = fxg.
De nition 2. De nition 2.4 We de ne the Glushkov automaton M E = (Q E _ fq I g; ; E ; q I ; F E ) of a regular expression E as follows:
1. Q E = pos(E); that is, the states of M E are the positions of E plus a new, initial state, q I .
2. For a in , let E (q I ; a) = fx j x 2 rst(E); (x) = ag. 3. For x in pos(E) and a in , let E (x; a) = fy j y 2 follow (E; x); (y) = ag.
Among the many di erent NFAs that represent the same regular expression, the Glushkov automaton is a natural candidate. Besides the de nition based on the rst, last, and follow functions, there are at least three more routes that lead from a regular expression to its Glushkov automaton. Figure 4 The elimination of a non-G state.
we remove -transitions in a canonical manner, the automaton obtained from the Thompson construction is isomorphic to the Glushkov automaton. Figure 2 illustrates the Thompson construction for the two expressions a(b+ )b and ab(b+ ). A characteristic of the Thompson construction is that no state is the target of both an -and a -transition. We call a state that has no incoming -transitions a Glushkov state or G state; in Figure 2 , the G states are starred. We can now eliminate a non-G state at the cost of introducing new transitions. For a non-G state p, let (p 1 ; ; p); : : :; (p m ; ; p) be the incoming and (p; x 1 ; q 1 ); : : :; (p; x n ; q n ) be the outgoing transitions of p. There may be duplicates among q 1 ; : : :; q n and among x 1 ; : : : ; x n ; furthermore, x j 2 f g, for 1 j n. Now we can remove p and all its transitions and replace them with the transitions (p i ; x j ; q j ), for 1 i n and 1 j m. Furthermore, if p is a nal state, p 1 ; : : :; p m become nal states. In Figure 4(a) , the non-G state is eliminated to give the new transitions shown in Figure 4 (b). The resulting -NFA accepts the same language and has the same set of G states; furthermore, it still satis es the characteristic for the Thompson construction. Therefore, repeated elimination of non-G states transforms the Thompson -NFA into an NFA for the same expression 2 . Moreover, we can prove that the resulting NFA is isomorphic to the corresponding Glushkov automaton. de nition of rst, last, and follow suggests a computation that is cubic in the size of E. We sketch the technique before re ning it to achieve worst-case optimal time complexity. For a regular expression E, we carry out a postorder traversal of its expression tree computing a Boolean value nullable( ) and subsets rst( ) and last( ) of pos(E) at each node . Furthermore, for each x in pos(E), there is a global variable follow (x) that holds a subset of pos(E). The variable nullable ( ) indicates whether the subexpression E that corresponds to contains the empty word, rst( ) and last( ) hold the rst and last positions of E , and follow (x) holds eventually the positions of E that follow x in E. For The rst observation that enables us to obtain a better time bound is that all unions are disjoint unions apart from the union labeled (?). A starred subexpression H of E adds the elements of rst(H) to follow (H; x), for each x in last(H), but some elements of rst(H) may already belong to follow(H; x) for some x in last(H), as the expression (a b ) illustrates. Our general strategy is as follows: We carry out the computation of rst, last, and follow only for expressions for which all unions, including the ones of type (?), are disjoint; such expressions are said to be in star normal form. For an expression in star normal form, the time to compute rst, last, and follow is linearly bounded by the number of transitions in its Glushkov automaton. In Section 4, we show why the restriction to star normal form is justi ed. Now we face the problem of testing not only regular expressions but the larger class of content models for determinism.
3 Some authors MGH93] approach this problem by rst transforming content models into regular expressions (by substituting FG+GF for F &G) and then testing the resulting regular expression for determinism, which is tempting but wrong. For example, (a + ) & b is a deterministic content model, but (a + )b + b(a + ) is not a deterministic expression, since the rst b of a word can be matched with both bs of the expression. A further example illustrates more clearly the di culties that arise from the & operator. Let us consider the case when E = (F & G)H, z 2 last(G), x 2 rst(F ), and y 2 rst(H). Then, x can follow z in a word of E, and so can y. However, for any path uz of positions in E, either u has not yet passed through F and, thus, uz may continue with x but not with y, or u has already passed through F and, thus, uz may continue with y but not with x. So, even if the same symbol appears in E at the positions x and y, the fact that both positions x and y can follow z in E does not make E nondeterministic. In a follow-up paper Bru93a, Bru93b], we give a linear-time algorithm that tests content models with the & operator for determinism. Our algorithm modi es the follow function, as suggested by Clark Cla92], rather than transforming content models into regular expressions. In fact, all attempts to transform deterministic content models into deterministic regular expressions are bound to fail, since the language of the deterministic content model De nition 4.1 We de ne E inductively as follows. E = ; or ] Let E = ;. 2. For a xed-size alphabet, we can decide in linear time whether a regular expression E is deterministic.
3. For a xed-size alphabet, if E is deterministic, then we can compute the deterministic nite automaton M E from E in linear time. Both automata in Figure 7 have the orbits f0g, f1; 2g, and f3g, and their singleton orbits are trivial. The rst step in developing a test for deterministic languages is to study the orbit structure of Glushkov automata. Figure 7 (a) gives the Glushkov automaton for (a+b) a = (a 1 +b 2 ) a 3 .
The states in the orbit f1; 2g correspond to the starred subexpression (a 1 + b 2 ) , whereas the singleton orbit f3g corresponds to the nonstarred a 3 in (a 1 + b 2 ) a 3 . This dichotomy holds in general: nontrivial orbits in a Glushkov automaton M E correspond one-to-one to the state all the gates of each orbit have identical connections to the outside world or, more precisely, if, for any two gates q 1 and q 2 in the same orbit, we have 1. q 1 is nal if and only if q 2 is nal and 2. for all states q outside of the orbit of q 1 and q 2 and all symbols a, there is a transition (q 1 ; a; q) if and only if there is a transition (q 2 ; a; q). Looking at the automata in Figure 7 again, we see that in both examples, states 2 and 3 are gates of their orbit f2; 3g, but in the automaton of Figure 7 (a) there is a transition (2; c; 4) but no transition (3; c; 4). Thus, the automaton in Figure 7 (a) has the orbit property, whereas the automaton in Figure 7 (b) does not. The rst crucial point is that all Glushkov automata have the orbit property, as is easy to see from the inductive de nition of Gluskov automata BW92]. The second crucial point is that orbits in deterministic automata are, essentially, preserved under state minimization BW92].
Theorem 5.1 The orbit property is preserved under minimization. In particular, the minimal DFA M L that accepts a deterministic regular language L has the orbit property. 4 A starred expression is maximal if it is not a subexpression of any other starred expression.
This result gives us our rst example of a regular language that is not deterministic. The automaton in Figure 7 (b) is the minimal DFA for the language denoted by (a + b) (ac + bd), and it does not have the orbit property. Thus, this language cannot be deterministic. The necessary condition for a regular language to be deterministic can be strengthened to obtain a su cient condition for determinism BW92].
